Papua New Guinea Update
Friday 20 May, 9.00am–3.30pm
SVD Auditorium, Divine Word University, Madang

9.00  Welcome
Fr Jan Czuba
President, Divine Word University

CHAIR  Dr Peter Larmour
The Australian National University

Anthony Yauieb
The Australian National University

9.40–10.00  Discussion

10.00–10.20  An appraisal of the kina float
Agogo Mawuli
National Research Institute

10.20–10.30  Discussion

10.30–11.00  Morning tea

11.00–11.20  Public enterprises—the need for strategic management
Wilson Thompson Orlegge
First Secretary, Ministry of Culture and Tourism

11.20–11.30  Discussion

11.30–12.10  PANEL DISCUSSION
Electoral reform and democratic continuity

   Administrative and Electoral Boundaries
   Sir Peter Barter
   Minister for Inter-government Relations

   Electoral reform
   Ben Reilly
   The Australian National University

   Political integrity in Papua New Guinea
   Louise Baker
   The Australian National University/Hong Kong University

12.10–12.30  Discussion

12.30–1.30  LUNCH
CHAIR: Dr Joseph Zale
Divine Word University

1.30–2.00  Health service delivery in rural areas
Billy Selve
Dean of Health Sciences, Divine Word University

2.00–2.10  Discussion

2.10–2.30  Policy transfer: restoration or reform?
Peter Larmour
The Australian National University

2.30–2.40  Discussion

2.40–3.10  Reflections on 30 years of independence
Mike Manning
Director, Institute of National Affairs

3.10–3.30  Discussion

3.30  Afternoon tea and close

For more information, contact
Cathy Gairo, Institute of National Affairs ph 675 3211044 Email: cgaire_ina@daltron.com.pg
Polly Hemming, The Australian National University Email: polly.hemming@anu.edu.au


The organisers are grateful to the Australian Government’s overseas aid program, delivered through AusAID, for its support of this update.